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COUNTY COUNCIL – 20 February 2013 
PUBLIC QUESTIONS 

 
1. Questioner’s name: John Pugh Respondent’s name: Cllr Stan Waddington 
 
The decision to go ahead with this Incinerator is still based on the 
Business case dated 30 P

th
P April 2008. This was produced to apply to 

Defra for PFI Credits. It was based on:- 
• A 175,000 capacity incinerator although the technical 

evaluation was based on 130,000 capacity 
• 42% recycling by 09/10 and 60% by 19/20 
• A requirement for 175,000 tonnes input by 2040 
• Cost savings over 32 years of £65 -247m 
• 171m PFI credit 
• Up to 20,000 tonnes a year of merchant waste from other 

sources was required before capacity was reached in 2040 
• The heat output would be nearly three times the electrical 

energy output 
 
There have been reviews and cost updates but the Council has or is 
about to commit to a 190,000 capacity incinerator costing £550m of 
our ratepayers money in spite of:- 

• Recycling rate for 10/11 at 49%is 7% higher than the original 
plan 

• The 2012 forecast input to the incinerator is within the range 
108-154,000 in 2027/8 and 112-170,000 in 2039/40 with an 
expected requirement for 154,000 in 2040. 

• No work has been done on the use of the residual heat apart 
from a vague statement that a 2 mile pipeline could be built 
(confirming that the incinerator is in the wrong place) 

• The Council accepting the risk of obtaining the waste 

 
The council’s business case was set out in the Cabinet Report of 
September 2012.  This is available on the council’s website and fully 
sets out the reasons for the decision.  I’m not sure where the figure of 
£550m comes from.  The total cost of the contract for disposing of 
Gloucestershire’s residual waste for 25 years is around £500m.  The 
cost of the plant itself, which is included in that cost, will be around 
£150m.  We aren’t expecting to subsidise C&I waste – we’re expecting 
that C&I waste disposal will help to subsidise the taxpayer’s costs.  
There is something like twice the amount of C&I waste produced in 
Gloucestershire than there is municipal waste, so there is a ready 
supply.  The County Council remains committed to a clean and 
effective way of disposing of Gloucestershire’s waste in 
Gloucestershire. Discussions with potential heat users are on-going. 
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necessary to meet the base load. 
My questions are: 

• Why has no business plan been prepared in 2012 prior to 
signing the contract to allow for these an other changes over 
the past five years that could confirm the vague claim that 
savings of £190,000 will result. 

• What is the “base load” above which the Council have 
accepted the responsibility of obtaining the waste to fill this 
incinerator? 

• How and at what price are the council going to obtain this C 
and I waste or waste from outside Gloucestershire. 

• As there is now surplus “non land fill waste” disposal capacity 
all around Gloucestershire, why should commercial and 
industrial companies supply this incinerator at a higher cost 
than the gate prices of other nearby disposal units.  

• Are the council expecting to subsidise this commercial and 
industrial waste. 

• How is the Council going to derive any benefit from the heat 
energy produced recognising that it will be over three times the 
energy of the electrical energy generated.  

 
2. Questioner’s name: Sue Oppenheimer Respondent’s name: Cllr Ray Theodoulou 
 
How can GCC convince the public that the Capital Expenditure 
(CAPEX) for the incinerator at Javelin Park, estimated at between 
£120m -£184m (top figure taken from the Outline Business Case), 
represents good value when CAPEX for a pre-sorting and 
composting plant would only be around £25m, and for a  Materials 
Recovery Facility (MRF) would be around £10m?  
 

 
Neither a composting plant, nor a MRF dispose of residual waste, so 
I’m not sure what purpose a comparison between either and a residual 
waste plant would serve. 
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3. Questioner’s name: Sue Oppenheimer Respondent’s name: Cllr Stan Waddington 
 
Will the Waste Champion acknowledge the known fact that there is 
now a vigorous market for refuse derived fuel produced by MBT 
plants?   Does he acknowledge that this market totally changes the 
business case for MBT plants vis-à-vis incinerators, especially in the 
light of new EU regulations which will ban the burning of recyclates?  
  
 

 
I don’t accept at all that there is a “vigorous” market for RDF.  There is 
some capacity for exporting it to Europe, as is done in Avonmouth, or 
in this country using it to power cement kilns or one of the small 
numbers of alternative thermal treatments plants proposed in the UK.  
The cement kiln market is finite and effectively at capacity and will only 
take RDF of a very high specification.  In any event, exporting RDF still 
attracts a gate fee, we have pay to depose of it, and doing so does not 
properly comply with the proximity principle.   
 

0T4. Questioner’s name: Gerald Hartley Respondent’s name: Cllr Ray Theodoulou 
 
Will the cabinet member for finance explain to me how he is able to 
sanction the spending of £500,000,000 on a facility that he has 
known, since the withdrawal of PFI financing in late 2010, would 
contribute to over capacity of residual waste facilities in the UK; an 
over capacity now clearly confirmed by all acknowledged experts as 
occurring as early as before the proposed Javelin Park facility is 
commissioned 
 

 
We’re building a facility to deal with Gloucestershire’s waste – not the 
rest of the UK’s.  It is not the case that we are spending £500m on it 
either.  We are spending £500m on disposing of all of 
Gloucestershire’s waste for 25 years and getting an incinerator for free 
at the end of that period.  That is a saving of £190m on the cost that 
the taxpayer will have to pay if nothing happens. 
 

0T5. Questioner’s name: 0T 0TDiana Shirley Respondent’s name: Cllr Chas Fellow 
 
Stroud District Council and Cheltenham Town Council have now both 
asked the Secretary of State to call-in the Javelin Park Planning 
Application, demonstrating that they have no confidence in GCC 
making an unbiased planning decision. Is it not therefore time for 
GCC to ask for an independent determination? 
 
 

 
According to the Standard Note produced for Parliament on Call In 
procedures * the authority “Normally does the preliminary work only 
reporting to Government if it is minded to approve the application.” We 
are not yet at the stage of coming to a determination on the application 
and therefore any request for call in would be likely to be viewed as 
premature at this stage. It is a matter for the discretion of the Secretary 
of State as to whether this application is called in for determination or 
not. GCC has a duty to determine the application before them but 
ultimately the Secretary of State can call in the application for 
determination at any stage.  
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SN/SC/930 Dated 19P

th
P June 2012 by Christopher Barclay House of 

Commons Library. 
 

0T6. Questioner’s name: Diana Shirley Respondent’s name: Cllr Martin Quaile 
 
With reference to procedure and integrity. It was not so long ago that 
a Conservative Party manifesto stated that Conservatives would 
continue to fight against incineration, followed not long afterwards by 
Cllr. Waddington's statement that the Council was "technology 
neutral". However, UBB have stated that they proposed an 
incinerator because that was what the Council wanted and, it is very 
clear, that every time there is a motion opposing the incinerator that 
the controlling Conservative Councillors vote as a block against all 
incinerator opposition, while they vote as a block supporting all pro-
incinerator actions. How can you guarantee that Conservative 
Councillors on the Planning Committee, rather than adhering to 
integrity and judgement, will not simply follow the established pattern 
of doing what their party line dictates and grant planning permission 
for the incinerator? 
 

 
All councillors on the planning committee are fully trained in 
determining planning applications properly.  As part of this training, it is 
made clear that planning applications are only determined on the basis 
of valid planning reasons, which excludes political considerations.  
This is something I take seriously, as, I am sure, do councillors of all 
parties who sit on the Planning Committee. 
I would like to take this opportunity to highlight that the Planning 
Committee to determine the Javelin Park application will now take 
place on the 21P

st
P March. 

 

7. Questioner’s name: Ian Richens Respondent’s name: Cllr Chas Fellows 
 
Following correspondence I have received from Dominic Lamb, 
Director of Legal Services for Aspinalls Planning Consultants can the 
Cabinet Member confirm that there were meetings held between 
senior GCC officers and Aspinalls Consultants towards the end of 
2012 during which it was discussed that GCC had concerns that this 
site (Javelin Park) would not get planning permission, but that it was 
the only site that the contractors were interested in. 
 
Can the Cabinet Member confirm that Apsinalls were verbally offered 
a contract to take over the role of Interim Strategic Planning Manager, 
including dealing with the Javelin Park application, and that this was 
subsequently rescinded by telephone message on Christmas Eve? 

 
During December 2012 a recruitment process took place to replace 
the previous Strategic Planning manager. At no time did discussions 
take place with Aspinalls Planning Consultants to fill this role and at no 
time was the applicants view on the Javelin Park site discussed with 
any candidate. 
 
A number of candidates were unsuccessful in obtaining the role and 
were all told just prior to Christmas when the recruitment process was 
finalised. 

 


